How to prepare a sprayprintable illustration-style design in Adobe Photoshop.
* You can start by scanning or photographing an image. If you feel comfortable drawing
your own design directly on the computer or know how to use Photoshop you can easily
skip some steps : )

Open the image in Photoshop and select the CROP tool. Hold down the SHIFT key and
select a square-shaped croppable area. You can rotate the image until the drawing fits
perfectly in the square. Confirm the cropping with the ENTER key.

On the menu bar select Image ->Image Size and resize the square to 320x320 pixels.

Make the image black and white with Image ->Adjustments ->Threshold to search the
outline.

Go to Select -> Color Range and select the black outline. Press OK.

Now, with the selected area make a new layer for your outline by selecting
Layer->New->Layer.
Select Edit->Fill and choose a color. Press OK. Deselect the area by Select ->Deselect.

The layer may have parts in it you don't want to print. Erase them with the Eraser Tool.
We recommend using it in Pencil mode. Since the printer prints even low opacity pixels
then to have a better overview, it is better to keep the printable areas crisp.
If you make some mistakes you can undo them with Edit->Undo (ctrl/cmnd+z) or in the
History window at Window->History.

Make additions or corrections with the Pencil Tool if needed.
Now you have a sprayprintable layer.

If you want to have background colors make a new layer and select the desireable area
with the Magic Wand Tool. To add areas to the selection hold down the SHIFT key.
Fill the selection with some color and deselect.

Drag the new layer below the outline layer in the layer window. Turn off the visibility of
the top layer by clicking the little eye symbol.

You can fill out some gaps with the Pencil Tool to have a better overlap when printing.

Do the same on other areas you want to have painted.

While creating a background layer you might want to make it slightly bigger to avoid
unprinted areas between a background and outline layer.
Select Layer->Layer Style->Stroke. Actually, it can be a random color beacause it will get
printed anyway but for a clearer look we recommend using the same colors.

Check out the whole design by turning all the necessary layers on. Make corrections on
the layers if needed.

For sprayprinting you need to save the layers separately. Make your base layer viewable.
Make sure other layers are turned off and the background is transparent.

Select File->Save (As) and name your first layer as „design name_1“ in PNG format.

The program will ask you how to save it. We have not discovered any differences in these
settings but note that if compression is turned on the files are gonna be significantly
smaller.

Now you have all the needed layers, ready to be saved to your phone or uploaded to the
SprayPrinter Community. For the latter, please save the merged design for the thumbnail.
We look forward to your designs!

